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Lee County Sheriff’s Office, Alabama  
Inmate Telephone & Application System ITB, Inquiry #:  2 

Addendum 1:  Vendor ITB Questions & Answers 
 

 

1. Page 8 of 41, 2 States response should be divided into three (3) parts: 1) Inmate 

Telephone Monitoring and Recording, 2) Communications Technology Terminals, and 3) 

Inmate Telephone & Communications Technology Agreement. Parts (1) and (2) must be 

submitted in one (1) inch binders and part three (3) must be submitted in a sealed 

envelope . . ." Page 9 of 41 says Bid responses should not exceed a 2" binder..." Does the 

County require a 2" binder or does the County require a 1" binder?  We are considering 

including Part 1 of 2 in a binder; part 2 of 2 in a binder (1 inch binders); and the contract 

in a sealed envelope in the Part 1 of 2 Original binder. Is that okay? Vendor’s can use a 

2” binder, or two 1” binders like you have stated.  Do you need multiple copies of the 

contract, or is a single, signed copy in a sealed envelope in the first original binder okay? 

The Vendor should provide a single signed and notarized copy of the Agreement in the 

original binder, which should be included in an envelope labeled accordingly.  It is the 

County’s intent to sign and return the agreement to the chosen Vendor, immediately upon 

formal notification of award.  The Vendor will be expected to begin conversations with 

Secured Perimeters International “SPI” within eleven (11) days after receipt of signed 

Agreement regarding the installation and conversion schedule.  The Flash Drive, 

electronic copy, we will include three PDF files: Part 1 of 2; Part 2 of 2; and the contract. 

Is that acceptable?  Yes 

 

2. Page 9 of 41 indicated each section must be tabbed, labeled, and included within a 

searchable table of contents. What does the County mean by a "searchable" table of 

contents?   

 

Searchable PDF electronic copy that will be copied to the Flash Drive. 

 

3. Page 9 of 41. Does the County have a list of Tabs they would like us to use as a guide in 

dividing up the document?   

 

No.  Vendor’s response should follow the ITB format and Table of Contents as closely as 

possible.  A Tab example could include A. General, B. Contractual Relationship, C. 

Bidder Qualifications, etc. 

 

4. Page 9 of 41 says Vendor's response should be to the point with a minimum amount of 

marketing materials, e.g. printed brochures, shall be reduced to a minimum amount 

possible and printed on both sides of the paper. Does the County want the entire RFP 

printed on both sides of the paper, or does that instruction apply to the marketing 

materials?   

 

Vendor’s ITB response and agreement can be one sided, but marketing or sales materials 

must be limited to the necessary, and printed on both sides. 
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5. Page 14 of 41 indicates the response must be in Times New Roman, 11 point font. Does 

this include text in tables, figure and table titles, headers and subheaders? We tend to 

have a specialized, bold font that highlights and separates the original RFP language from 

the response. Do you require the original RFP language we include also be in Times New 

Roman, 11 point font?   

 

ITB Headers and Footers can be different.  However, responses should stay consistent 

with the ITB font and directions.  Providing the Vendor’s response in a different color 

font is preferred. 

 

6. Page 14 of 41 requires that "Bidders are required to submit documentation of their 

proposed System capabilities to meet these requirements, with their Bid Response Form. 

We will be responding to each requirement as the ITB requires. Will the County please 

explain what is required by "documentation of their proposed system capabilities to meet 

these requirements with their Bid Response Form"? Will this be provided with the 

exceptions or variations documents to be attached to the front of the Bid Response Form? 

What will the nature of this affirmation be? An overall statement that we comply? A 

point-by-point affirmation? We do not know what is required to meet this requirement?  

The Vendor’s response should be simple and easy to understand.  Elaborate and lengthy 

responses are not necessary and will be looked at unfavorably, unless the additional 

information is needed to describe features or services that are not described in the ITB.  

For example, if the Vendor meets the section requirements, then the Vendors response 

should state “Read, Understood, and Will Comply”. 

 

If a Vendor takes exception to any parts of the provided Agreement, the Agreement 

should not be signed, and an Exception should be shown on the required Exception Sheet 

which must be provided in front of the Vendor’s response.  Vendor Exceptions and 

requested agreement language changes should be shown under the questionable item of 

the ITB Agreement.  If zero Exceptions are taken, then the County will require the 

Vendor and Vendor’s platform to work as outlined in the ITB. 

 

7. Page 14 of 41 requires that we provide, "a full description of optional and standard 

features, and a list of at least three (3) contact agencies who have been using the proposed 

telephone system in a similar environment as the Jail." In the first part of the requirement, 

are we to provide a separate list of all optional and standard features that will be 

explained in the ITB response, following your directions?   

 

No.  The section of page 14 of 41 is requesting a full description of hardware and 

software applicable to the inmate telephone platform or general spec sheets.  For 

example, Inmate Telephone FCC Vendor Equipment Sheet, Vendor’s approved FCC #, 

TDD-TTY Spec Sheet, etc.  Section A. – General is not asking the Vendor to describe 

platform features. 

 

The Vendor should only provide a full description of standard features, if the Vendor’s 

recommended platform exceeds what is listed as an industry standard. Otherwise, the 

response should state “Read, Understand, and Will Comply”.  If a Vendor’s services 
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and/or platform cannot meet standard requirements, the Vendor’s response should state 

“Exception” and the item number must also be shown on the Exception page.  If the 

Vendor takes Exception, but can offer an equivalent solution, then this shall be noted by 

the applicable item.  If so, where do we place that? Non Applicable. Does that also go 

with the Bid Response Form?  All Vendor’s must provide an Exception Form, behind the 

Bid Response Form.  In Zero Exceptions are taken, the Vendor’s response should state 

“No Exceptions Taken”.  In the second part, are these three contact agencies included 

within the references we will be providing, or is this separate and apart from that 

requirement?  Please refer to section B-1 of part 2 of 2. 

 

8. Page 20 of 41, C-2 cites a requirement for contactable references, but does not specify an 

amount, nor does it indicate what information it requires. Can the County please provide 

specific direction here?  At a minimum, the reference’s name, position, organization, 

phone number, and email address is required.   

 

9. Page 34 of 41 indicates that "no sections of the ITB shall be removed or rearranged, and 

if applicable, all individual sections of this ITB response require a response of read, 

understood, and will comply…" Given the County's instructions for concision, are there 

any sections the County would indicate should be deleted (for example, the definitions on 

pages 11 of 41 through 14 of 41)?  No sections of the ITB shall be removed or 

rearranged.  Vendor’s response to the Definition section shall also read “Read, 

Understood, and Will Comply”, or “Exception” if applicable.  The Vendor’s ITB 

response will become a part of the final Agreement, and attached.  Therefore, all original 

ITB content shall stay in order and in-tact. 

 

10. The first is to verify, per your requirement on page 6 of 41, that we have received three 

documents relative to this ITB, including: Part 1 of 2 (41) pages, part 2 of 2 (13) pages, 

and Agreement (37) pages.  Yes, this is correct. 

 

11. The second is to request a little more information on the shipping address. We will be 

using FedEx to deliver the RFP Response. We would like to request the following: 

 

a. The name of the person this should be addressed to (first and last),  

b. The title of the person this should be addressed to, and 

c. The phone number of the person this should be addressed to.   

Please see information below in red included with the address for answers to a, b, 

and c above. 

 

The delivery address we understand to be:  Yes, that is correct. 

 

 Alice McCall 

 Deputy Administrator 

 (334) 737-3661 

 Lee County Commission Office 

215 South 9th Street 

Opelika, Alabama (AL) 36801 
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12. Please provide the complete Revenue and Commission amounts that accompany the 

Telmate reports for the period covering 01/01/2017 – 12/31/2017, provided on Page 39 of 

the ITB document (Part 1 of 2).  Please refer to Question #41 of this Addendum. 

 

13. As it is written, the ITB strongly favors a single vendor and mandates technology that can 

only be provided by that vendor. For example, Section B-3.17 requires a video 

conferencing CODEC that is not required for video visitation, whether the visitor is on-

site or off-site. Many of the video visitation requirements, such as requirements B-3.17 

through B-3.20, describe first-generation systems and are therefore dated. Moreover, 

many of the specific requirements are tailored to one system that is offered by a single 

vendor. Will the County accept proposals for more up-to-date technology that achieves 

the desired quality of services, such as a current video visitation?  The County does not 

have a preference for any single vendor, and it was not the intent of the ITB 

specifications to single any particular vendor or platform.  The County’s intent is to 

receive a reliable, state-of-the-art inmate telephone, communications application platform 

and video visitation/communications system(s).  The County’s intent is to receive the 

latest technology, best data compressions, good quality video, with no band-width or 

buffering issues while using live monitoring, or retrieving old CDR’s, etc. 

 

14. Section A-2 of the ITB states that Cat 6 wiring is in place for the existing video visitation 

system. Does the existing setup require one-to-one inmate monitor to visitor monitor? 

No.  In other words, is the visitor required to use a specific kiosk to conduct a visit to a 

specific inmate kiosk, or can any public kiosk connect to any inmate kiosk?  Any to any. 

 

15. Would the County please provide the criteria and weights that will be used for evaluation 

of proposals?  Refer to section A-2 Award. 

 

16. Per page 2 of 41, in ITB Part 1, may vendor propose revisions to the County provided 

vendor agreement in Vendor’s response to the ITB?  Yes.  If Vendor has exceptions to 

the Agreement, provisions, in whole or in part, how should vendor take the exception?  

Agreement exceptions should be listed under applicable item, and listed on the Exception 

page as “Agreement Exception”.   

 

17. Page 7 of 41, states the Agreements must be signed and included in the Vendor’s binder; 

will the County allow negotiations after Vendor’s signature for the ITB response, 

especially where the Attachments are to be completed upon award in response to the 

proposal and subject to negotiation?  The County’s intent of providing an Agreement 

along with the ITB is to expedite the installation and conversion project management 

process, beginning within eleven (11) days, after formal award of the Agreement.  

Vendor exceptions must be shown as described above.  The Vendor shall sign the ITB, 

but not sign the Agreement if Exceptions are taken.  The County will take the Vendor’s 

exceptions and recommended substitutions into consideration in the form of a red-lined 

word document showing all deletions, additions, etc. from the ITB provided agreement.  

All Vendor required changes to the Exception must be included with the Vendor’s 
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Response.  The electronic file should be labeled accordingly, and a Red-Lined paper copy 

shall be provided in the Agreement Envelope with Exception written on the front. 

 

18. Page 10 of 41 requires listing jail customer names where agreements terminated, not 

renewed, or an existing agreement was lost within the last two years via the normal 

bidding process.  Please provide more detail on this request.  For example, when you say 

“terminated”, do you mean terminated for cause or default?  Yes.  And, “not renewed,” 

do you mean if the agreement contained a renewal option, which was not exercised?  

Non-Renewal agreement contracts references do not have to be provided, unless the non-

renewal was due to Vendor’s attempt of Amendment to existing agreement.  And an 

“existing agreement as lost”, do you mean jails where the bidder was not successful in a 

competitive bid in which it was the current incumbent?  No.  What are considered “jail 

customers.”  Vendor customers that are presently using an inmate telephone system that 

has features similar in nature to the requirements of this ITB. 

 

19. Please clarify the 7-year data retention requirement on page 17 of 41.  Is the 7 years for 

all call detail and communication records, video visitation records, placed with the 

system during the 3-year contract period, plus 7 years, such that all calls placed during 

the contract period are to be retained for approximately 10 years total?  Does this also 

include all recordings?  This requirement is for all inmate telephone and application event 

data and recordings.  If the Vendor’s solution has shorter terms than shown above, the 

section should be listed as an Exception and the Substitution/Recommendation should be 

shown below that section.  The County anticipates receiving Vendor Exceptions for the 

Video Visitation data, and would hope the Vendor could describe a solution for just 

maintain visitation voice recordings, after a certain amount of time.   

 

20. The Inmate Telephone & Application System Agreement lists a $30,000 surety bond 

requirement at Section 4.1, and the ITB at A-3 lists a $50,000 performance bond.  Please 

clarify which is expected.  A $30,000.00 Surety/Performance Bond will be required for 

the inmate telephones, and a $50,000.00 Surety/Performance Bond will be required for 

the Communication Applications System (Video Visitation/Inmate Kiosks).   

 

21. Is there a website that will have the ITB and any addendums or amendments?  No Will 

the County be sending out updates to the ITB to those who attended the pre-bid meeting?  

Yes 

 

22. Will vendors be allowed to submit multiple offers?  No more than two (2). 

 

23. Is the County open to a tablet solution?  Provide details and pricing recommendations. 

 

24. How many remote (at home) visits did you have in 2017?  Remote visits have never been 

previously approved due to security issues that are corrected in ITB. 

 

25. How many on site video visits did you have in 2017?  This information is not available. 
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26. How many concurrent remote visits do you require?  The Vendor should state how many 

concurrent remote visits that can be provided during peak inmate telephone times, 

without jeopardizing quality in recordings, live monitoring, etc.  Proper bandwidth and 

compression should be at good qualities and volume, without video lags, buffering, 

and/or poor voice quality. 

 

27. How many lobby deposit kiosks does the County have currently?  One commissary 

deposit kiosk.  However, the County will allow the ITS Vendor to install a separate Kiosk 

and there is already room with electricity beside the existing kiosk. 

 

a. Are the kiosks available 24/7 to the public?  Yes 

 

28. Who provides your law library today?  The jail is currently using a physical law library. 

 

29. What payment types are currently accepted by Kimble Commissary?  Cash, Credit and 

Debit for Commissary and Inmate Telephone. 

 

30. Please provide the current rates/fees for the deposit kiosk, IVR and Web.  See if Tab can 

take a picture of fee page on kiosk and send to you.  Also, go to Kimble’s website and 

screen shot prices. 

 

31. Is it the intent of the facility to replace the Kimble commissary deposit kiosk if a better 

solution for deposit kiosk, is provided or offered?  It is the County’s intent to provide the 

best services and prices for the citizens, and the jail administration.  Vendors are 

encouraged to provide other solutions which could possibly include integrated Inmate 

Trust Fund Software solutions if the rates and fees are competitive. 

 

32. Will the awarded Inmate Telephone provider be allowed to place the same payment types 

on their deposit    kiosk as the Kimble commissary deposit kiosk or is the vendor 

expected to place different payment types on the deposit kiosk?  It is the County’s intent 

to provide the best services and prices for the citizens, and the jail administration.  

Vendors are encouraged to either negotiate interfaces and agreements with the 

Commissary Company or the Kiosks can be restricted to individual company specific 

deposits.  However, on the inmate side, the interfaces must be transparent.  The County 

will not allow any inmate debit transfer fees from either the Commissary or Inmate 

Telephone/Communication Kiosk Vendors.  All Vendors are required to work 

harmoniously with other vendors on behalf of Lee County as the mutual customer. 

 

33. Please list any additional inmate payment types that the facility would like to add to the 

deposit kiosk.  For example, Bail/Bond, finger printing fees, work release, restitution, etc.  

The County will take into consideration all of these services, as long as a defined pricing 

lists are included for each.  Enhanced security, automation, and on-going free features 

and support could be looked at favorably. 

 

34. Please provide the 2017 average number of deposits by month.  Vendor must contact 

Kimble Commissary for this information.  Please copy all required ITB subjects on any 
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email correspondence, and include “URGENT – Inmate Telephone ITB/Commissary 

Question – Lee County) in the subject line. 

 

35. Does the County have a booking kiosk?  Yes 

 

b. If so, please provide the 2017 number of bookings.  8,207 

 

36. D-2.5  The System must be able to integrate with the Jail’s Commissary/Inmate Trust 

Fund Banking Software, Revenue Reconciliation Software, the Jail Management 

Software, Tech Friends’ Deposit Software and Kiosks, or any other Vendor systems that 

the County deems as necessary at no cost to the County. 

 

QUESTION: What are the required ITS functions of each of the interfaces stated in this 

requirement?  Inmates must be able to make inmate debit calls, pay for video visitation 

sessions, and/or purchase any Vendor provided communication events through an 

interface with the Commissary/Inmate Trust Fund Software Company.  The inmate 

should be able to use commissary money to pay for phone calls or kiosk application 

events, or purchase a candy bar.  The Vendor should agree to integrate/interface with 

Kimble, or recommend another Inmate Trust Fund and Deposit solution that will benefit 

the county, citizens, inmates, and jail administration. 

 

The interface with the JMS Software is required to use the same PIN Numbering system.  

Also, if an inmate deposit kiosk solution is presented, then the deposit kiosk must be 

updated within every 10 minutes to ensure no duplicate data entry is required by the 

Booking Officers.  Additionally, all inmate and cell block information should be 

imported into the inmate telephone and communications system within every ten (10) 

minutes. 

No Vendor will be allowed to price gouge another Vendor when it regards the County’s 

data.  All Vendor’s will work together, and any difficulties should be put in writing to the 

personnel shown on the ITB for questions. 

 

37. D-2.11  Vendor agrees to import all existing blocked, free, attorney confidential, 

consulate, PREA, and privileged numbers into its ITS platform prior to the Vendor’s 

installation.  Vendor agrees to provide Customer with a CRIMES Hotline number and 

mailbox.  Vendor agrees to provide Customer with a PREA Hotline number and mailbox. 

 

QUESTION: Please clarify how these requirements relate to voice biometric technology.  

Revision:  Section D-2 items 11.l, m, and n are not applicable to voice biometric 

technology, and have been revised as items 14, 15, and 16, respectively, under section D-

2. 

 

38. Would the County Commission/ Sheriff consider allowing representatives to present to 

the Commission, in person, so that we can properly explain and describe our approach to 

commissioning, and how it differs to what is typically seen in the industry?  Possibly for 

the top two (2) selected Vendors. 
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39. Would Lee County/Sheriff provide a break out of Pods and Cells to include number of 

current inmates, max number of inmates, and expected number of visitation units?  The 

County has provided all information in the ITB, with the exception of the number of 

inmate visitation unit requirements, and the Vendor requirements/recommendation 

should be based on the allowed facility-site visit.   

 

40. Please provide a copy of all current contracts and amendments pertaining to phones, 

video visitation, and commissary.  Any contracts and subsequent amendments may be 

requested via FOIA. 

 

41. Please provide the commission percentage currently received on inmate telephone 

revenue, an average of monthly commissions received over the past year from the current 

vendor, and copies of commission statements from the last six months.  Call data for the 

last six (6) months of 2017 have been provided below:  
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42. Will a formal addendum be issued with responses to all questions posed by prospective 

vendors?  Yes; this response is the ITB Addendum #1, dated 03/23/18. 

 

43. Can the County/ Sheriff confirm they want part 1) Inmate Telephone Monitoring and 

Recording and part 2) Communications Technology Terminals to be in two (2) separate 

binders?  The County does not have a preference.  The Vendor can provide both parts in 

one (1) 2” binder, or the Vendor can provide each part in one (1) separate 1” binder. 

 

44. Can the County describe the difference between the electronic confidential copy and the 

electronic non-confidential copy?  For future FOIA requests, each Vendor should provide 

a soft searchable copy of the Vendor’s non-proprietary response, and a FOIA copy that 

can be shared in this event.  The FOIA copy should exclude all Vendor’s confidential 

information. 

 

45. The RFP ITB states “As a value added service to the County, the Vendor should describe 

a centralized/hosted Video Visitation and Communications Kiosk solution.” Can the 

County/ Sheriff confirm that they are expecting to receive this solution at no cost?  Yes.  

Is the County requiring no deductions of any kind to the inmate telephone commission?  

Reductions in commission can be taken into consideration based on the Vendors rates 

and fees for each of the different service/feature.  The County’s job is to compare bid 

prices and services offered to determine the best solution for the county, its citizens, and 

jail administration.  Technology, security, and fair/reasonable rates/fees are preferred.  

The County must protect its future inmate telephone revenue, since additional revenue 

streams will be created through Vendor’s recommended inmate kiosks, tablets, or any 

other applications system.  Vendors should see an 18 month ROI on kiosk equipment, 

since call center and kiosk deposits could see an increase based on new features.  If lower 

commission amounts are offered, then a revenue value should be placed on equipment 

with anticipated ROI dates, so County commissions can be increased when allocated 

equipment expense is met by the Vendor.  

 

46. In section D-20 Officer Check In and Biometrics, can the County/Sheriff please describe 

in greater detail what they are expecting by this requirement- “The System should have 

the capability of allowing the Jail Personnel to check in from any phone in the System, 

entering his/her PIN number and stating a default phrase provided by the biometrics 

system.”  Describe your company’s solution for providing verified cell checks by 

assigned/on-duty Officer’s, so the Jail personnel can run Cell Block Check visit 

confirmation reports by various date ranges.  Different Vendors might have different 

substituted technologies or solutions for accomplishing Cell Block Check and Reporting 

Events.  Vendors are encouraged to provide a description of their solution for this 

request, if it is different than described in the ITB. 

 

47. In section D-19 Inmate PIN System, The RFP ITB calls for the use of Allowed Numbers 

list – are these lists enforced & active today?  No.  This feature is not being considered 

for all inmates, but should be available or have similar functionality to allow inmates on 
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suspension to contact their Attorney’s or PREA only, while being locked down on all 

other calls. 

 

The requirements for the inmate video visitation and communication kiosks appear to be 

written for a specific system. If these are components are describing one vendor's 

platform, all other competitors will be unable to comply with these requirements. Are the 

County and Sheriff set on a specific system? No.  Will other vendor’s proposed video 

visitation/communication kiosks that do not meet these specific requirements be 

considered?  Yes.  The County does not have a preference for any single vendor, and it 

was not the intent of the ITB specifications to single any particular vendor or platform.  

The County’s intent is to receive a reliable, state-of-the-art inmate telephone, 

communications application platform and video visitation/communications system(s) 

Vendor’s are encouraged to provide state-of-the-art solutions. 

48. Although there is more than one example, the requirement to have H.264 as the codec is 

very specific.  So long as the system proposed provides the services requested, please 

confirm that you are certainly requiring this which will limit the vendors that can be 

selected even though superior CODECs for video transmissions exist.  The County’s 

intent is to receive the latest technology, best data compressions, good quality video, with 

no band-width or buffering issues while using live monitoring, or retrieving old CDR’s, 

etc.  The platform should not have excessive PSTN congestion failures, etc. 

 


